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SMICG Document
Safety Management Terminology

• Provide a common set of safety 
management related terms and 
definitions to assist in effective 
communication and safety 
information sharing.



Luxair Implementation
Safety  Management Terminology

• Introduced in our Management 
System Manual and other 
documents

• As far as practicable 

• Important because we use 
other documents from SMICG

• Some terminology differs from 
SMICG document.



SMICG Document
Hazard Taxonomy Examples

• Introduce hazard taxonomy

• Provide examples of specific 
aviation sector hazards in each 
of the taxonomy categories.



SMICG Document
Hazard Taxonomy Examples



Luxair Implementation
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Luxair Implementation
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Luxair Change Management Form



Luxair Change Management Form



SMICG Document
10 things you should know about SMS



Luxair Implementation
10 things you should know about SMS

Document is being used in training and distributed to staff after training



SMS Training

• Not an ‘off the shelve’ training but 
developed in house 

• Based on industry documentation

• Delivered via face to face training 
or self study briefing

• Safety mascot developed for better 
recognition

• Uses real examples from our 
operations

• Reviewed after 5 year period

• An integral part of company safety 
training

• Monitored by HR software.



SMS training
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SMS training



Example of self briefing

If you see 
something that is 
unsafe: 
REPORT IT.



Example of self briefing

For example:
If you see ground 
equipment which is 
not parked correctly, 
please report it. 



SMICG Document
Measuring Safety Performance 
Guidelines for Service Providers



Luxair Implementation
Measuring Safety Performance 
Guidelines for Service Providers



Luxair Implementation
Measuring Safety Performance 
Guidelines for Service Providers



Luxair Implementation
Measuring Safety Performance 
Guidelines for Service Providers





SMICG Document
SMS Evaluation Tool

• Evaluates compliance and 
effectiveness of the SMS

• Is set out using the 12 elements of 
the ICAO SMS Framework

• Indicators of compliance and 
performance first

• Then indicators of best practice

• Tool would normally be used by 
the regulator 

• Alternatively it can be partially 
completed by the organisation to 
assess itself.



SMICG Document
SMS Evaluation Tool



Luxair Implementation
SMS Evaluation Tool
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Luxair implementation

• SMS Evaluation together with the 
safety performance measurement 
and safety performance target 
setting /  follow-up is reviewed 
during the SQRB which includes 
the annual review

• This gives us a pretty good 
indicator whether our system is 
maturing and whether we are 
increasing our level of safety

• It allows us to address 
substandard performance of the 
system.



SMICG Document
A Common Approach to Safety Performance 
Measurement

•Contribute to the discussion on a 
common approach to safety 
performance measurement

•Measurement of safety performance 
at the State Level and at the 
individual service provider level are 
essential for effective safety 
management

•In order to implement performance 
based regulation, SPI need to be 
defined.



SMICG Document
A Common Approach to Safety Performance 
Measurement

Safety Measurement Matrix



Luxair work done with DAC-L
A Common Approach to Safety Performance 
Measurement

•Workshop held with our national 
authority DAC-L

•Discussed the safety measurement 
matrix and the development of SPIs

•More work and coordination to come 
for the performance based oversight 
to work adequately.



Conclusions

SM ICG documents helped us:

•To get a better understanding of 
SMS

•To develop procedures in our SMS

•To add credibility to our work, with 
our management, auditors and the 
National Aviation Authority

•To avoid duplication in work, no 
need to re-invent the wheel

•To standardize the SMS procedures 
within the Luxair operations and with 
our contractors

•To start implementing industry best 
practice

•To avoid having to pay expensive 
consultants.

BUT CAUTION:

•There is no one size fits all

•You need to adapt the content 
of the documents to your 
operations, culture, regulations 
etc

•Some information might be too 
far ahead of your 
implementation status and lead 
to fear of change

•As a service provider, read the 
documents which are aimed at 
the Regulators – it will give you 
a better understanding of the 
complete system you are 
operating in. 



Questions?

pascal.kremer@luxairgroup.lu


